Introduction
Of late efforts have been made to estimate the number of isometry classes (similarity classes) of e-hermitean forms over division rings equipped with antiiro*orphi.ms *: K -+ K . (Refer to [B] for standard terminology.) A strong result is the following Theorem t-. [2, Theorem 2] For each regular uncountable cardinal a attd for K *ry division ring (of arbitrary characteristic and cardinality) endowed with an involutory anti-isomorpåism *, and for e a central element subject to e' €* : 7, there are 2o pairwise non-similar, non-degenerate e-hermitea.n fotms in dimension a.
In [6] The idea used in the proof of Theorem 2 is akin to that used in [5] for the construction of spaces with small orthogonal group. Apparently, the relevance for richness results of the constructions given in [5] (2): t^*n: Nf; -x,-1Nl-1 * l,n-rl,n-rN3-r-+ "'+ (-1)"r,-r '" roNå' Thus, the following equation, with unknowns X' Xt'Xz''' '' (4) X3: rnX2 + *n-rX'n-, -xn-Lxn-rX'.-r+ -" '-(-l)"*n-r "'xoX2o admits a nontrivial (integral) solution (X : t, and all (l ur" nonzero). Next, we define recursively u, ,"q,rå""'of equations thal admit nontrivial solutions provided (4) possesses a nontrivial solution. In one case the contradiction will become plain'
Mor" pt""isely, we claim: If for k ( n the equation (5) X2.-* : (rn-x)nnX2 + *,-(*+rlX'r-<x+rl -on-(k+\nn-(t'+z)XT-G+z) + -"' -(-1)"-k0n-(k*r) "' roXS hasanontrivialsolution(thisisactuallythecaseif.k:0)thenthesameholds true for /c + 1 in lieu of b. In order to prove this we first mention that for f ( s the degree of the polynomial (c1);; in ih" ""k"o*rt *ss is precisely one if and onlyifi:j:ru.,,d'"'ooth"'*ise;thisisreadilyestablishedbyinduction on t. Furthermore, the degree of r88 in the polynomial (t"+{)nn is invariably one, because s ( ," in this-case. Flrom this we recognize that the coefficients of the'squares in (5) are linear, throughout, in the unknown x:: nn-(k*1)'n-('c*1)i so ('n-x)nn: An-ka * Bn-x tn-(k*r): An-$*l)x t B,r"-,Iat1 r n-gs1;t\n n-(k+z) : An-G*z)r * B n-G+z)
: ...
fin-(k*r)fin-(e+2) ' "' 'fil 'fro : Aor * Bo with all Ai rLoruzero. We therefore conclude that f6) Ai: Ao-G+Dun-&+2)o,r-(e+s) "'oj+luj when j <n-(e + 1), \ / An-k : An-(k+t) (-(rr-(u*rl )"r).
The second relation follows by considering that (* n -x) nn : (fr n -$ +tt )2,r-( r+ r ),,, -o z -(,r*r ) ( e n -(x + r)) n n. Now, the equation (5) can be written as follows: fi\ x2,-* : r(A*-1,x2 * An-(e*r) x'*-<o+rl -+ "' -(-r;"-r AoxZ) i Bn-xxz * Bn-G+t)X1-<*+rl-+...-(-r;"-t BoxT.
By our assumption that (5) (12) In [8] the cancellation property was investigatedl we have come across a gap in the existence proof for infinite dimensional spaces with cancellation, a gap that seems difficutt to closel for this reason I have given rather detailed proofs here.
